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ABOUT THIS EDITION

A tribute to all Teachers
"One child, one teacher, one
book, and one pen can change
the world."
- Malala Yousafzai

This edition of Kid's Galaxy
celebrates all the teachers and
their great acts of kindness which
influence children for eternity.

We hope you enjoy reading it!

NGF
Free Workshop Group
A Social Initiative by
Nanhagyan Foundation
Different workshops for kids and
adults conducted free of cost.
Experts from different fields give
their views and guidance.
These workshops are conducted
every week, on Sundays, which the
entire family can be a part of.
Till date we have conducted nearly 8
to 9 workshops on it.
The motive is to engage the kids
constructively.

Nanha Gyan
Healthy Minds
A Facebook Community
founded on 17th April 2020
Currently, it has more than 7000 people
250+ live sessions are available

National/International level
Competitions
Prerna
Fancy dress
Ganesha Festival
Hassi ka Hunnar
Super Star Chef

Total Entries- 2500+
Average reach - 8800+ people

Nanha Gyan Foundation
Our Mission

To establish a foundation for
a society where every smile is real.

Our Vision

A harmonious society is a
cumulative results of small actions
by kind and compassionate people.

Our Values
Simplicity

Because all great things are generally
simple.

Believe

Sometimes people need someone else to believe
in them, so that they can believe in themselves.

Kindness & Compassion

Because some problems can be identified and
solved by kindness and compassion.
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"A Passionate Educator "
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"The true teachers are those who help us
think for ourselves."
- Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan

An enthusiastic and energetic leader in empowering and
engaging young minds in innovative and collaborative
learning practices. She began her career by teaching,
English and Social Studies in a school for the deprived
children.
Having worked with a plethora of well-known schools such
as Vibgyor High, Rims International, NIBM, Euro School,
Undri, Trinity International, Global Talent International
School, and now with Gayatri Group of Schools as
Executive Director. She has been in this profession for the
last 17 years and has climbed the ladder of success from
being a Co-teacher to the Principal to the Executive
Director, and now the founder of her now e-platform,
EduDrone - We Connect.
Being an eminent speaker and having voiced many
leadership conferences, she often participates in the
educational panel discussions. She is known for her gogetter attitude, helps teachers beyond one's imagination and
being with the young energy is her passion. She works in
the school system and follows a 360 degree approach, may
it be organizing Global Inter School Competition
collaborating with schools across the globe, Science and
Math Futuristic Expos, School is Cool Kids Carnivals. She
strongly believes that students are the sole reason for the
educators’ existence, and teachers must exert their energy
in bringing new avenues for the young minds, make them
creative and provide the wings of innovation.
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EduDrone has organised various summits, conferences and
knowledgeable sessions for students, parents, teachers and
principals. EduDrone Team has published 2 books
featuring over 170 authors' stories in it. First book ‘Blessings
of Life in 2020’ - Over 108 stories to inspire you’ and
second book ‘Soulful Wonderful Blissful 2021’ – Stories
from Men of Character and Women of Substance’ featuring
over 62 stories. Third Book, We are Leaders, and
Expressions and Experiences, is in the making....
She has received the ISA, School Coordinator Award- 2017
from British Council, coordinating seven international
projects bringing international collaboration in the school
curriculum.
She has received many awards as the best teacher and the
best Principal. She is the recipient of 'Torch Bearer Award
of ART TO CONNECT, Pune, 2019-20, for incorporating
inclusive education felicitated by Dr. Nirmala Krishnan,
founder of Link the Dots.
Outstanding Community Award 2020, for organizing
knowledge exchange sessions for educators during the time
of pandemic and supporting educators unconditionally.
Indian Humanitarian Award 2020 and Philanthropist
Award 2021, Shiksha Kranti Award 2021, Global Iconic
Leadership Excellence Award for Academics & Skill
Development 2021, for her online educational sessions
through her platform of EduDrone – WE CONNECT.
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She says, being an educator, one must be conditioned to
work under the capacity of ‘P to P’ – ‘Peon to Principal’,
work more than her team and set an example in front of
her subordinates, treat them as equal stakeholders, prepare
leaders in every department, give them the liberty to use
their creativity and witness magic each day in various
departments.
‘A Happy Teachers’ Day to the community of makers,
creators, innovators and design thinkers.’

Mrs. Kajal Chhatija
Founder EduDrone - WE CONNECT Pune
Executive Director Gayatri Group of Schools
Zonal Director Global CEIR
Vice President BJP Education Cell, Pune
Honourable Advisor SPAA
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Preparation
before you
start writing

Handwriting Analysis
Graphology
-Rommal Surana
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Why should you get your
handwriting analyzed?
We all make efforts to succeed in life
because of the subconscious reprinting of
certain limiting thoughts and beliefs, we
are unable to achieve the desired result in
a relationship, career, financially and
personal growth. Handwriting Analysis
helps to reveal those obstacles and help
you to achieve success and growth in all
spheres of life.

Why should you learn
graphology?
Graphology is a tool to understand the
patterns of your subconscious mind. It
helps to streamline your effort in the
right direction. Whether you are a family
person, professional, employee, or
employer graphology equips you to know
yourself better. It also enhances your
relationship with others at all levels.
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Learning Styles
in children
As parents and teachers, we all know the
importance of learning. Every child is unique
and has its own information absorption
pattern. It basically means the speed of
understanding - assimilating - action retention, and retrieval. When we look at the
Handwriting Analysis (graphology) point of
view we understand learning in three basic
patterns.

Cumulative pattern

This is shown in the humps of
letters m, n. The more curved
and round the letters, the writer
takes longer time to absorb the
information. Once this person
learns something, he remembers it for a longer time.
The writer requires all facts before taking any action.
He learns fast through demonstration and with
experience. He is very meticulous, precise, organize,
and has the patience to do repetitive work.
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Comprehensive Pattern

This is shown in the letters m, n,
and 'h' and even r with sharp steeple or needletopped. The writer is extremely fast
in thinking, analyzing the fact.
He gets quickly bored with slow talkers and
thinkers. He is a trouble maker in class. He gets
bored easily. He is always keen to learn new things.

Analytical Pattern

It is a sharp "v" formation or retraced
line between m and n humps. The
analytical writer sifts and examines
facts. He interprets all facts by
separating them, breaking them down
, organizing them from a critical point
of view. He is a procedural thinker who thinks
methodically, shifting the bad from the good.

Rommal Surana
© Nanhaa Gyaan Foundation
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Try Handwriting
Analysis Now !!!
Scan to Register!

Rs 999-/
Rs 99-/
only

Limited
Offer!!
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Journey as
a parent of a
special kid

Shhhhhhhh ! The
Silent letters

- Priti Chetan Muthiyan
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Silent letters play a very important role in
English.
Not only 10 %, 20%, or 30 % but more than
60% of words in English have silent letters.
And there are certain rules which will make
silent letters easy to use and understand . But
yes there are exceptions too.

Silent letter rules:
Some letters are silent before or after
certain letters:
Silent 'w' before 'r' wrist, wrong,
wrap, wreck, write
‘n’ is often silent after ‘m’ autumn,
column
Silent 'g' before 'n' gnash, gnat,
gnaw, gnarl, gnarly, Enough
Silent 'p' before 's' psychic,
psychology, psychiatry, psalm
Some words have silent letters in the
middle or at the end:
'l' is often before 'k' folk, yolk, stalk, walk
‘b’ is often silent after ‘m’ plumber, crumb,
comb, tomb, thumb
‘n’ is often silent after ‘m’ autumn, column
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The letter 'c' is silent when it follows the
letter 's' and comes before 'i', 'e', or 'y'.
For example - Science, Scissor, Scent
‘t’ is often silent after ‘s’
For example - listen, castle, whistle, wrestle
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student teacher
interaction
during covid
period

Students and Teachers
during COVID-19

- Charandeep Kaur Keer
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Certainly, like many other aspects of
everyday life, COVID-19 has had a
serious impact on students,
instructors, and educational
organizations around the globe. The
pandemic caused schools, colleges,
and universities across the globe to
shut down their campuses so that
students could follow social
distancing measures. That being said,
moving smoothly from an
environment of conventional
education to distance and virtual
learning could not happen overnight.
This rapid transformation is linked to
various obstacles and challenges at
this point.
Online courses are provided by
hundreds of institutions but two
problems exist. First, from a macro
viewpoint, very little is established
regarding the effects and efficacy of
online education. Second, the
capacity to successfully teach digitally
is likely to differ.
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Lack of proper interaction with
instructors is another major concern
associated with online learning.
Additionally, concerns regarding any
content of the online course are
usually discussed with the relevant
course instructor by email, which
requires response time. Virtual
classes cannot be of interest to
students who are tactile learners.
Conventional classroom socialization is
another major missing in online
learning. There is a stronger need for
academic organizations to improve
their curriculum and the usage of new
instructional methods and strategies
should be of utmost significance.
Educational institutions are
also the focal points of social
activities and interactions. To
develop a system where all
needs are taken care of has
to be worked upon for holistic
development. Teachers are doing
a remarkable job and have developed a
different level of understanding on an
emotional front with the children as
well as their families during these Covid
times.

- Charandeep Kaur Keer
Special Educator(BLKapoor Hospital)
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Let's hear a
lovely poem from
Vishakha Gupta

Just approach your teacher!
-Vishakha Gupta
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“I have come to believe that a great teacher is
a great artist and that there are as few as
there are any other great artists. It might
even be the greatest of the arts since the
medium is the human mind and spirit.”
Teaching is a noble profession that allows a
person to spread knowledge, share wisdom,
and build the youngsters capable and
responsible adults in the future. In that
sense, the future of this world is truly in a
teacher’s hands!
A teacher can instigate good actions in their
students; therefore teachers are the guiding
light for the students. They help a person
discover more about themselves. The art of
being a teacher is challenging, yet they
somehow manage to make it seem so easy.
A teacher brings out the best in students and
inspires them to strive for greatness. They
impart knowledge, good values, tradition,
ways to handle modern-day challenges and
find resolutions to problems; thereby
changing lives and igniting students most
efficiently. Therefore, it will not be wrong to
say that a good teacher is an asset to the
students and cornerstones of modern-day
civilization but it is unfortunate that their
hard work usually goes unnoticed.
The following lines appropriately recognize
the work done by a teacher:-

© Nanhaa Gyaan Foundation
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When everything's dark
And you feel so alone,
When it feels all is lost
And you just want to run,
It can't just rain forever.
Just approach your teacher.
When family is in pain,
When friends can't be found,
When you just want to scream
But you can't find the sound,
The helping hand is near.
Just approach the teacher.
Dark clouds always pass.
I promise you, child.
We're all standing beside you.
Hold our hand for a while.
Wishing all teachers a very Happy Teachers’
Day.

Vishakha Gupta
Principal
Beacon High School, Pune
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Let's hear how
teacher, students
and parents are
interdependent

Cohabitation, Cooperation
and Collaboration
-Ishita Ghoshal
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Teachers and Parents have interchangeable and interdependent
roles. One is incomplete without the other. If classroom
environment, culture, and values are why the student’s attitude
towards learning is what a teacher forms; then she needs
the same set of values, culture, and environment to be
practiced in nurturing the child as he develops his character,
mind, body, and emotions in unison with the collaboration and
mutual understanding from both the teachers in his life and the
most important teacher - the parent’s in his life too. The learning
environment and simulations are equally contributing to a child’s
development through his teachers in the classroom as well as in
his life with his parents. Hence when a parent volunteers in a
teacher’s classroom they can be active participants and can well
align and integrate transactions and transfers that shall follow for
the child at home and class. Parents must graduate from the
passive role of accepting teacher’s feedback, assessment and
suggestions to the proactive role of volunteers and collaborators
alongside the teachers, would see healthier parent-child relations,
parent-teacher relations, and teacher-child relations and would
drive the learner to respect the processes and outcomes of
teaching and learning and become accountable as a learner from
early years with a lifelong motivation towards learning and growth.
School is not a service that parents invest in for their child, rather
a community in which they invest time, effort, money and
generate value for their children.

Ishita Ghoshal
Principal
Kothari International School
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Coding for
kids

Java / Python
programming
for kids

C/C++
programming
for kids

English &
German
language

Android
Development

Basics of
My SQL

Electronic
Engineering

Vedic
Mathematics

Yoga and
Meditation

www.thinkchildlabs.com

Contact Us
+91 7757913179

Let's
undestand the
role of
grandparents
in parenting

Teacher as a Role Model
-Sonali Gujrathi.
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The most important people in our
lives are the parents who gave birth
and brought us into this world,
therefore, parents are the first
teachers. A role model can be
anyone: a parent, a sibling, a
friend. However, the most
influential person who gives
the right shape to your life is
the “Teacher” who teaches and
builds our character by telling us
the difference between right and
wrong.
Chanakya, a minister in the Maurya
dynasty and one of the greatest
teachers of all times, spoke about
the need for teachers in nationbuilding. He said that this nation
will become independent, liberal,
and forward when the teachers in
that nation guide it efficiently.
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Teachers make our future bright
with the right guidance. That is
why it is said that teachers
sometimes are above the parents.
Our Teachers are “amazing” and
“magical” for their remarkable
ability to figure out what makes
each child tick, and then zero in
on those very things to support
big milestones and extraordinary
moments.
The best teachers don’t give you
the answer, but they spark within
you the desire to find the answer
yourself. Wishing you all a Happy
Teachers’ Day!

Sonali Gujrathi
Petals Preschool,
Kharadi, Pune
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How are
teachers
important in the
life of students?

Importance of teacher
-Neha Kedia
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A teacher is a multi-tasking rockstar who lives
to inspire and encourage. A teacher is a person
who believes in sharing what she/he knows. A
teacher is a friend, a counselor, a doctor, an
inspiration, a role model, and lots more.
However, being a teacher is never easy. It
demands lots of patience to deal with a new
set of challenges every day. They create a
strong base and foundation for us to make this
world a better place to live in. They help us
transform ourselves into a shining personality.
“A teacher is like a candle which burns itself to
light the way for others".
Teachers act as a catalyst for innovation. They
help children to understand the subject and
grasp the concepts pretty well. A teacher also
guides children in their career planning and
future progression. Their role as a teacher is
incredible and invaluable. They help children
to explore their talents by exposing them to
various paths they can take in life. They uplift
their mindset & help them shine. They help us
out with all our problems with their guidance
& mentoring. A good teacher helps us become
good human being in society and good citizens
of the country. Teachers impact our lives till
eternity and no one can ever say where their
influence stops.
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"A Teacher plants the seeds of Knowledge,
Sprinkles them with love & patiently nurtures
the growth to produce tomorrow's dreams"
The influence of a good teacher can never be
diminished, which ignites our imagination and
instills the art of learning.
Teachers plant the seeds of Knowledge that
last for a lifetime. A teacher encourages the
mind to think, hands to create and hearts to
love. They teach us discipline and add values to
life, which helps us in the journey of life. A
resemblance of Almighty, who always believes
in us, encourages us, listens to our innermost
feelings, protects from the harsh storm in the
outside world, assists in learning new things
and clarifies all doubts patiently.
A teacher is someone who teaches an
individual to lead a healthy and a wealthy life.
Of course, life and time itself teaches us a lot,
along with the guidance of our parents.
Teachers are a blessing to all of us. Gratitude
to all the teachers for being an inevitable part
of our life.
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A heartfelt
letter to
students

An Open Letter
-SHARVARY GOVANDE
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Dear Students,
This letter is to appreciate and acknowledge the
outpourings of love and affection, over the years,
on a day that is very special to every teacher.
Thank you so much for making us feel loved and
honoured on the 5th of September every year.
This year it’s going to be different with virtual
celebrations. We will miss you and your plans to
surprise us with a plethora of fun events and
activities. The cheerful and infectious smiles, the
unparalleled enthusiasm evident in the decorated
classrooms, the hustle and bustle to shower us
with handmade gifts, flowers, cards, and thank you
notes - we will miss it all! Every year we look
forward to battling you on the sports ground
during the fun matches organised painstakingly for
us and your incredible onstage performances.
We will particularly miss seeing you dress as
teachers and playing our roles so effectively in the
classroom.
Yes, dear children, we will miss all this, but most
importantly, we are really going to miss seeing you
and meeting you all in person!
We cherish each moment spent with you and look
forward to celebrating Teachers Day in person
with you all soon.
Love and Blessings,
Your beloved teacher,

SHARVARY GOVANDE
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Let's hear
about the
importance of
student
teacher bond

Teacher Student Bond
-Aradhana Rana
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The Guru- Shishya bond is like no other!
It takes the affection from the motherchild relationship, the firmness from the
father-child relationship, the
understanding from peer group
friendships’ and the sharing from the
sibling relationships. This is then lined
with respect, care and love, and thus a
life-long bond is cemented!
There is a bit of the teacher in every
child that is mentored by her/ him.
Therefore, a teacher’s shoulders are
always heavy with the responsibility of
being on the pedestal in the eyes of the
child.
On the other hand, children yearn for the
approval of the teacher and see the
invisible halo around her/ his head as the
guiding light of his/her life. Such is the
magic of this beautiful bond!
The rewards of being this guiding light
can never be compared to anything
materialistic, because it is this soul
connection that is a reward in itself!
Rewards are seen in the admiring eyes of
the pupils, the loving words used to
eulogize the teacher, the heartfelt
message notes and cards handed over by
students to their beloved teachers. They
express their innocent emotions through
these, making Teachers’ Day a special
event for every student and every
teacher. May this love and respect always
remain!

Aradhana Rana

Director, The Icon Public School, Ahmednagar
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Let's learn
why it is
important to
respect things
around us.

Versatility of Respect
-Bhavana Narsingoju
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‘Respect is one of the greatest expressions of love’
- Miguel Angel Ruiz
I believe that ‘Respect’ is not just limited to treating
another person right, but using every privilege we are
blessed with judiciously. There are four important
forms of ‘Respect’ that I incorporate as part of my
teaching regularly.

1. Respect for Time:

We are all blessed with 24 hours in a day.
Prioritizing our tasks with the help of simple tools
like setting reminders, focusing on the task at hand
and not taking time for granted will ensure success
in every field. Starting your day early and reflecting
will help a person at any age, live his/her life to the
fullest.

2. Respect for Health:

‘Without Health there is no Wealth’. Respecting the
possibilities and limitations of our body with timely
rest, nourishing it with wholesome food and
challenging it with ample movement, will help us be
productive and positive individuals. ‘Being Present
in the Moment’ is an easy way to respect our mind
and body.

3. Respect for Relationships:

‘Man is a Social Animal’. We are wired to need
human interaction. Respecting people around us
must not be a choice but a way of life. I firmly
believe that any problem in the world can be solved
with kind words. Speaking in a softer tone, listening
to the other person, smiling, appropriate gesturing
and eye contact are easy ways to express respect
for relationships.
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4. Respect for Nature:

There are invaluable lessons that we can learn from
a growing Sapling, a sturdy old Tree. The high
Mountains and the always punctual Sun. Respecting
nature around us, can be practiced in small
measures by listening to the chirping of birds,
observing how the sky changes its colors
throughout the day, or simply speaking to the
plants. Respect for nature can be expressed by
preserving it and appreciating it regularly.

Consistently practicing these four forms of ‘Respect’ is
the best thing you can do for yourself as well for the
people around you.

Mrs. Bhavana
Narsingoju
Principal,
Symbiosis Junior College,
Kiwale
Founder,
Women with Wisdom
Ladies Club, Baner
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Time for an
awesome Maths
trick...

Maths Section

- Priti Chetan Muthiyan
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Multiplication when tens place
digits are the same and the sum
STEP 1
of unit place digits is 10.
To get the unit's
place digit multiply
the unit's place digit
of both the
numbers.

STEP 2
To get the ten's
place digit multiply
the ten's place
digit with its
successor (next
Number)

STEP 3
Place the
result in step 2
to the left of
the result of
step 1.

Example 1: 83 x 87=?
In this problem we see that tens
place digit of both numbers = 8
and by adding unit's place digit of
both numbers(3+7=10) we get 10
Step 1:Multiplying the unit's place
digits we get Unit's place = 3 x 7=21
Step 2: Multiplying tens place digit
by its consecutive number we get
Tens place digit = 8x9=72
Step 3:Placing the result of step 2 to
the left of the result obtained in
step 1 we get 7221So we can say
100000-01823 (Subtraction from
100000)
We simply subtract each figure in
01823 from 9 and then subtract the
last figure from 10.
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Let's hear
the stories of
some courageous
parents

Special Parenting
Journeys
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Yash – My Son’s Journey
A parent of a 10-year-old, who was diagnosed with Severe
ADHD (ADHD stands for attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder). It is a medical condition, where-in the
diagnosed individual has differences in brain development
and brain activity that affects one’s attention span, their
ability to sit still beyond few minutes is beyond impossible
and extreme challenge in self-control and regulation.
ADHD can affect a child’s wellbeing at school, at home,
impact his friendships, more than anything blows their
self-confidence and self-esteem to millions of pieces.
They are an object of Bully.
Yash was five when we got to know of his ADHD and to
add to his challenges, we got to know that he had
Dyslexia, by the time he turned 8.
The irony of the situation being, neither we had
heard of these conditions nor had anyone in our
friends or family circle who was aware of what
this prognosis was. This meant that I had to
learn everything from ground zero, and thus my
learning voyage began. Even while I’m keying this writeup, I am learning new stuff. As a mother, I will keep
learning and doing what is needed, to make Yash’s life
better and his full potential is unleashed.
Pregnancy with Yash was full of challenges. He was born
in 6 months of my pregnancy and weighed 2 pounds,
everyone at the Hospital called him a “Miracle Baby” when
he was discharged because his odds of survival were 1:10.
The only prayer we had while he was in NICU was that he
should just make out alive, 10 years later and he is
growing stronger, smarter and adorable every single day.
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At 5 when we first heard about his disorder that had to do
something with his brain, we realized the road ahead
would be challenging. We realized that this was something
we could work out with the support of each other, even
though it was a long road ahead! To date my husband, my
daughter, and self-work as a team of course with the help
and guidance of the respective Teachers. The more the
hands and brains the easier it becomes, remember this is
just not the Mom’s responsibility.
Few things that have helped us and that we prioritized Firstly, accepting and understanding our kid’s difficulty
and helping him in that area at the same time, leveraging
his strong points.
Secondly, there is no time to waste, for we had to quickly
set motion the development plan. As a parent, you must
realize that the quicker you can provide them with the
needed assistance and help, their journey gets better. We
started off with the required therapy and remedial
classes. Persistent, Perseverance, and Patience have been
our Family Mantra.
Thirdly, as a parent we must unlearn most of the
traditional parenting, for being a strict parent will not
work with these creative minds. Stereotyping kids with
challenges are determinant to everyone’s wellbeing. You
need to know your kid in and out. Get in line with their
thought process to know them better, for that is the only
mantra for their success.
Fourthly, Learn, Learn and Practice …never stop, the more
we are equipped as a parent the more we can help our
kids. Find that right parent group, find that right
educator, find that right School, find that right activity,
and make things that are right for them and not the other
way around. Don’t compare and box your kids. You will
not get it right the first time, but you will learn and
improvise, every time.
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Lastly stays positive, motivated and keep visualizing their
bright and successful future in your head every single
time when the road becomes tough and tedious. DO NOT
GIVE UP ON THEM, for they did not ask to be born with
this challenge. All they need to unconditional help,
support, and a belief, that no matter what, they have their
parents who do not judge them and love them
unconditionally.
Creativity and out of box thinking are what are needed in
today’s world. They need empathy and not sympathy, as
we do not believe even for a moment that these
disabilities are going to stop them from what the future
holds, they are the unpolished Diamond.

By - Yash’s Mom
( Jennifer Fernandes)
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Neev – My Son’s Journey
Neev, my second-born child has always been quiet and
reserved. When he initially entered school, he was the
quietest kid in the class. His pre-kindergarten teachers
began to remark about his lack of participation in class at
first. Teachers began to remark about his low academic
performance as he progressed to kindergarten. Because of
his reserved personality, I initially assumed he was slow.
Due to his poor grades, PTM meetings became quite
difficult for both me and him. I began to put pressure on
him and attempt to teach him. At the time, I had no idea
what I was doing. My family and friends all told me that I
was being overly anxious and that some children begin
slowly and catch up quickly after a certain age.
My biggest mistake was thinking that he would be fine
without help. One of Neev's class teachers asked me to do
an assessment when he was in first grade. I did take him
to a regular psychiatric evaluation. The doctor only spoke
to him for 30 minutes in front of me before telling me he
was OK and didn't require any treatment. This led me to
believe that the opinions of those around me were
correct. Fortunately, his grade one teacher was not
convinced by the evaluation and requested that I do
another evaluation with a well-known Clinical
Neuropsychologist. I agreed half-heartedly and went for
it. Neev's doctor recommended a psychometric
evaluation.
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After a day-long evaluation, Neev was diagnosed with
SLD, which was a shock. Remedial therapy was suggested
by the doctor. Finding the right center for Neev was the
second part of the challenge. Even though I was staying in
Bangalore, there were only a few such centers. After some
searching, I was able to locate the appropriate center for
Neev, and he has been receiving remedial services for the
past 1.3 years. I notice a significant difference in him.
I notice a significant difference in him. He is no longer the
class's shy kid. His self-assurance has skyrocketed. In
class, he is paying attention and answering.
My only regret is that I missed several opportunities to
discover Neev's genuine problem early on. Unfortunately,
my lack of understanding of SLD meant that my son had
to suffer for all those years in school.

By - Neev’s Mom
( Harshitha Karim)
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Let's meet some
awesome kids

Kid's Exclusive
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Wishful Tree
Vignesh was a hardworking boy. He
used to work on the farm. One day
the farmer asked Vignesh to get
some good quality seeds from the
nearby city. He followed the
instruction of the master and left for
the city. On the way, there was a
jungle. Vignesh got lost in it. the
more he was searched for a way out.
He got trapped in a dense jungle.
He was tired and hungry. He saw a
huge tree which was different from
other trees. To relax for some time,
he sat down under that tree. Since
he was hungry, he was thinking
about the delicious food. Magic
Happened - all those dishes were in
front of him. Without thinking he
started eating it. Now he was
relaxed, he slept peacefully.
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Once it was morning, his logic
started questioning him, how come I
got food in the jungle? He
remembered what his neighbor said,
there was a ghost in the jungle. He
started thinking about the ghost.
Slowly they appeared in front of
him. Again a thought came, god
saved me.
Moral of the story - What we think,
we get that and we become that.

Teerth Surana
Suyog Sunderji Wisdom School
3rd A
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Teacher's Day Poem
Our minds were like blank canvases,
Before you painted us our fantasies.
The knowledge became
the colours to our life,
And the love always made us strive.
The time spent with you,
Can only be achieved by a few.
From entertaining us,
In the school bus.
To disciplining us,
In the assembly fuss.
Those are the teachers,
Who made us the achievers.

Khushi Jain
Class 8
Centre Point school
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Teacher's Day
Teachers day in India is a yearly celebration that is
celebrated on the 5th of September. But why do we
celebrate it only one day? It should be a lifelong
celebration, each and every day we should thank our
teachers because who we are today is only because of
them. In fact, we should thank each and everyone who we
come across in our life because Something from each one
who we come and learn across in our life.
A mother is the first teacher in everyone's life. A mother is
the first teacher of her child and home is the first school.
Let it be a mother or a teacher their duties are neverending.
A teacher's profession is the only profession that teaches
all professions. Let it be a doctor or an engineer or a pilot
or any other profession they all learned it from their
teachers. Today where the whole world is fighting with
the pandemic, where all sections and the economy are
suffering this dire situation of lockdown but our teachers
were not on holiday, they were taking online classes for all
the students even in lockdown.
We say children are the future of our nation but this is
only possible because of our teachers because they guide
us to do the right things. Today I would like to thank all
my teachers and everyone for making me what I am today.
Wishing everyone a very HAPPY TEACHERS DAY.

Dev Wadhwa
Class 6th
Elpro International School
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Ayushh Prashant
Class 4th
First steps, Jakkur
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Let's meet
the winner of
Janmashtami
Competition

Janmashtami
Competition
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5 to 8 years

Pahal Deepak Jain

Rochelle Lakhwani
Podar International
school Gandhidham

Krisha Gandhi

Delhi Public School
Raipur

9 to 14 years

Akshika Joshi
Clara
Global
School

Ensia Prasad
Lexicon
International
School

Sourav S. Shetty

Shetty Ashvith A.

Navodaya English Navodaya English
High School and Jr High School and Jr
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15+ years

Thanu Shetty
Navodaya English High
School and Jr

Kiran Chavan
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